
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abstract 
 Pervasive access to the Internet is driven by users 

who want wireless connectivity to ad hoc as well as 
infrastructure networks. Multi-hop wireless connectivity 
widens the coverage areas of access networks and enables 
two-way wireless traffic into previously dead-spot areas. 
This paper addresses network mobility issues, which are 
essential for roaming users who connect to the Internet 
through wireless access networks.  We propose to support 
connectivity to wired infrastructure through multiple 
gateways with possibly different capabilities and 
utilization.  Increased network performance can be 
achieved by adapting to variations in performance and 
coverage and by switching between gateways when 
beneficial. We present an efficient solution to enable ad 
hoc access to the Internet as well as interoperation of 
reactive routing protocols with Mobile IP.  Our solution 
combines the benefits of proactive agent advertisement 
and reactive route discovery into a flexible multi-hop 
access network. We also discuss wireless network metrics 
that can be used for more intelligent decision making on 
gateway selection. The feasibility of our approach is 
validated by simulation and implementation. 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 

There are scenarios such as military operations or 
conference venues where pure ad hoc networking within a 
limited group is desirable. However, a more common 
situation is that users want to communicate outside the 
group of nodes currently present to access services on the 
Internet. The LAN type of network traffic with an 80/20 
ratio of Internet vs. local traffic will also occur at wireless 
networks. Services like DHCP and DNS will often be 
located  at  the  wired part of the network and the wireless 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
part would often be considered as providing access to the 
wired part of the network. Thus, the need for maintaining 
gateway connectivity is vital. Current wireless LANs 
(WLAN) provide local wireless access but are limited to 
one hop and require all nodes to communicate through an 
Access Point. The ad hoc topology offers peer-to-peer 
communication, plug-and-play convenience and 
flexibility. In this paper, we demonstrate a real 
implementation of a Global Connectivity wireless access 
topology. In our solution, the network layer software 
evaluates and decides which wireless network connections 
to use. The Running Variance Metric (RVM) [1] and 
Relative Network Load (RNL) [2] are used as 
performance metrics to classify the traffic load of different 
gateways. We use Mobile IP (MIP) [3] to handle macro 
mobility and an extension to enable mobile hosts to use 
multiple care-of addresses simultaneously. The extension 
to MIP is called Multihomed Mobile IP (M-MIP) [2] to 
emphasize support for multiple connections for a mobile 
host at the same time. It enables the mobile host, the home 
agent and correspondent hosts to evaluate and select the 
best connection at each time. This avoids an extra 
protocol to support micro mobility between gateways 
serving the same ad hoc area (e.g. Cellular IP [4], H-MIP 
[5]). Gateway architecture integrates the wired IP network 
with the ad hoc network and routes between a mobile host 
and gateways are maintained continuously where (multi-
hop) ad hoc connections are supported. The agent 
advertisements are periodically sent by the gateway 
updates routing tables in the ad hoc network. Since 
advertisements may arrive to a mobile host through 
multiple paths, it is important to keep track of the best 
path to each gateway. Communication between peers in 
the ad hoc network is based on reactive ad hoc routing 
[6].  
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The rest of the paper is structured in the following 
way. Section 2 presents background and related work. 
Section 3 describes the formal reasoning of the protocols 
used in the Global Connectivity solution and the gateway 
selection strategy. Section 4 describes the system 
implementation, section 5 compares the results of a 
system evaluation with simulations, and section 6 
concludes the paper.  

 
2.  Background and related work 
 

    
 

Figure 1. Single-hop network 
 

As shown in figure 1, in a single-hop network, individual 
clients could directly connect to access points (APs). So 
single-hop networks consist of network nodes 
communicating to a fixed infrastructure. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Multi-hop network 
 

In contrast to single-hop networks, ad hoc multi-hop 
networks have multiple nodes, which can serve as routers 
or APs to relay traffic to the destination as shown in figure 
2. A packet could be sent from a source to a destination 
either directly, or through some intermediate packet 
forwarding nodes. The control and management of ad-hoc 

multi-hop network is distributed among the participating 
nodes. Each node is responsible to forward packets to 
other nodes in the networks. 

 Designing ad hoc multi-hop networks is difficult due 
to shared wireless medium, limited range of transmission 
power of wireless devices, node mobility, and battery 
limitations. Careful co-ordination and planning of 
dynamic routing, efficient channel access and quality of 
service (QoS) support should be done in multi-hop 
networks.  

Single-hop networks are constraining clients to roam 
within the coverage area. If a client roams beyond the 
coverage area of the AP, it looses the connectivity. On the 
other hand, multi-hop networks facilitate a better support 
for roaming users, which are not within immediate 
coverage. Multi-hop networks provide the connectivity for 
terminals out of range providing a greater coverage 
compared to single-hop networks. Multi-hop networks are 
more flexible over single-hop networks and are 
expandable to multiple devices. In single-hop networks, 
dependency of clients on AP is very high; as a result, the 
connectivity in single-hop networks is more vulnerable to 
failures compared to multi-hop networks. In contrast, 
multi-hop nodes do not dependent on the performance of 
one node. In multi-hop network architecture, if the closest 
AP is down , if an abrupt termination or link breakdown 
occurs, the network will continue to operate by routing 
data along an alternate path. Therefore, multi-hop 
networks are more resilient than the single-hop networks. 
In addition to that, a number of devices can connect to the 
network simultaneously, via different APs, without 
degrading network performance in a multi-hop network.  

Figure 3 illustrates the basic architectural comparison 
of single-hop networks and multi-hop networks. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Single-hop Vs multi-hop  
 
Due to these key advantages of multi-hop networks 

over single-hop networks, there is a great deal of interest 



 

and ongoing researches in multi-hop wireless networks as 
well as evaluations of test beds. 

Some researchers have focused on evaluating route 
metrics to increase throughput in multi-hop wireless 
networks. De Couto et al [13] present a metric to find 
high-throughput paths on multi-hop wireless networks. 
Their metric considers link loss ratios, the asymmetry of 
the loss ratios in two directions of each link, and the 
interference among the successive hops of a route. They 
prove that their metric finds higher throughput paths 
compared to the conventional minimum hop count 
metrics, using a test bed evaluation based on Destination 
Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) and Dynamic Source 
Routing (DSR) routing protocols. 

Gray et al [14] consider route algorithm performance 
in a mobile situation. They present the outdoor 
comparison of four different routing algorithms, APRL, 
AODV, ODMRP, and STARA. At the same time they 
compare the outdoor results with both indoor and 
simulation results for the same algorithms, explaining how 
accurately a simulation, can predict outdoor performance.  

802.11 behavior was investigated by some researchers, 
in order to guide the design of higher-layer protocols and 
simulation study. Eckhardt and Steenkiste [15] evaluated 
the effects of interfering radiation sources, and of 
attenuation due to distance and obstacles, on the packet 
loss rate and bit error rate. They used packet tracing to 
investigate the effects of distance, obstacles, and different 
interference sources on the error and loss rates of a 
wireless LAN designed for an indoor fading environment. 
Kotz et al [16] consider a set of common assumptions 
used in MANET research, and present a real world 
experiment to indicate the accuracy of these axioms in 
real world applications. Moreover, they have come up 
with a series of recommendations, for the MANET 
research community and simulation and model designers. 
Aguayo et al [17] describe the design and evaluations of 
the performance of an 802.11b mesh network. Their 
architecture was node placement, omni-directional 
antennas, and multi-hop routing. According to the authors, 
average throughput of the mess network, which they 
considered (Roofnet), was 627 kbits/second. They 
conclude that compared to a single-hop network, 
Roofnet's multi-hop mesh increases both connectivity and 
throughput. 

Zhang and Wolff [18] propose and analyze several 
multi-hop cell models for WLAN based on 802.11g for 
broadband access applied to low density rural areas .Their 
results indicate that multi-hop is cost effective in very 
sparsely populated areas.  

Hop count is an important parameter for ad hoc 
networks as it has been used for routing protocols, metrics 
and even in priority scheduling and decision making at 
various layers of the protocol stack. 

Ad-hoc routing protocols, including DSDV [21], Ad 
hoc On-demand Distant Vector (AODV) [19] and DSR 
[20], use minimum hop count as the metric to make 
routing decisions. Zhao et al [22], investigate a cross layer 
routing metric that takes into account physical layer link 
speed and estimated channel congestion, to minimize 
transmission and access time delay. Their metric is 
designed for proactive ad-hoc routing protocols. Hop 
count was used for many routing algorithms 
[23],[24],[25]. Jingguo et al [26] propose a priority 
scheduling scheme based on the hop count. 

 
3.  Protocol description 

 
A system for Global Connectivity needs to approach 

several design decisions. Mobile hosts (MH) need to 
discover gateways, select between available gateways and 
maintain gateway connectivity. Discovery of a peer 
location could affect the route discovery process for that 
peer and forwarding of traffic could differ between local 
(ad hoc) and Internet destinations.  

The choice of using Mobile IP for macro mobility laid 
one basis of our system. It allows a mobile host (MH) to 
move between subnets and between technologies. The 
other basis is the use of a reactive ad hoc routing protocol. 
The AODV protocol is used to handle routing inside the 
ad hoc network (e.g. micro mobility). Figure 4 illustrates 
the propagation of Mobile IP agent advertisement in the 
ad hoc network. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.  A scenario showing the propagation of 
gateway information 

 
 
The MIP proactive approach with advertisement of 

agents is used in several ways in our system. The obvious 



 

use is for gateway discovery where we extend the one hop 
local broadcast of MIP to multiple hops by rebroadcasting 
advertisements in the ad hoc network.  

The periodicity of advertisements from the gateway is 
used in calculating the RVM [1] as a performance metric 
to classify the traffic load of different gateways at each 
host. Since advertisements may arrive to a mobile host 
through multiple paths only one advertisement from each 
gateway should be rebroadcast and the decision is based 
on RVM. Gateway connectivity also uses the 
advertisements by installing reverse routes to the gateways 
as the advertisements propagate through the network. This 
creates a proactive tree like structure of routes towards the 
gateways. Each MH uses the RNL to perform gateway 
selection and the MIP registration process then create the 
routes from each registered gateway to the MH. The use 
of multihomed mobile IP enables seamless handover 
between the gateways and gives the MH control of 
gateway selection.  

M-MIP enables the HA to distinguish between a non-
multihomed and a multihomed registration by an N-flag 
added to the registration request (see figure 5). 

A HA receiving the registration request with a N-flag 
will keep the existing bindings for the MH. One of the 
registered care-of addresses will be used to forward 
packets to the MH. The MH adds its FA selection as an 
extension in each registration request. The HA will 
maintain all registrations for an MH and based on the 
MHs selection it will install a tunnel into the forwarding 
table with the selected care-of address.  

 

 
 

Figure 5. The modified registration request 
message with the added N-flag 

 
When starting a communication the MH needs to 

decide where the destination is located. We use the 
network prefix of the current selected gateway as an 
indication of a local destination. If prefixes match, the 
MH initiates a route discovery process in the ad hoc 
network. A destination homed in the local network would 
reply on the route request and a path is set up. If the 
destination has moved outside the home network, the HA 

replies on behalf of the destination by relaying traffic 
towards its current location. If prefixes do not match, the 
destination is considered non local and the traffic is sent 
through the gateway. A non local destination visiting the 
local network would be registered with the gateway who 
then responds to the source with an ICMP redirect 
message.   

Traffic forwarding according to the ad hoc routing 
protocol is used for destination inside the ad hoc network. 
To avoid the delay of the route discovery process and to 
use the already installed routes to the gateways, the 
selected gateway is installed as the default gateway. All 
traffic to Internet destination is tunneled to the default 
gateway. This avoids the risk for intermediate nodes 
changing default gateway, which would lead to 
inconsistent routes.  

 
4.  System description 
 

The system is implemented in C++ and run on a Linux 
operating system (kernel 2.4). It consists of two modules, 
one for mobility management and another for ad hoc 
routing. The system uses the AODV-UU [7] 
implementation from the University of Uppsala, which is 
slightly modified in order to allow interoperability with 
M-MIP.        

The M-MIP module implements the multihomed 
mobile IP protocol and all related features like ARP 
handling and IP-in-IP tunneling. It supports both 
triangular routing and bidirectional tunneling. The 
calculations of the running variance metric and the 
relative network-layer load are also performed in the M-
MIP module. The visitor list of the FAs is synchronized 
between all FAs serving the same ad hoc network. In case 
of no synchronization, one FA could reply with the belief 
that the destination is in the Internet while other FAs 
know that the node is visiting the network. 

The AODV-UU module extends the Uppsala 
implementation to allow gateway functionality to respond 
to route requests for MHs that have moved away from the 
local network and thereby have registered with the FA. 
This locality check is provided by letting AODV-UU 
having access to the M-MIP visitor table. M-MIP 
distributes routing information from agent advertisements 
to the AODV routing table creating reverse routes towards 
the gateways. M-MIP also decides which gateway to use 
as default-gateway and informs the AODV module, which 
otherwise would use the one with the shortest path. 

A message queue allows message passing between the 
M-MIP and AODV-UU modules.  

Figure 6 illustrates the design of the modules. 



 

 

 
 

Figure 6.  The layered architecture of the system 
 

The functions of the system are distributed according 
to the MIP entities with a combination of the HA and FA 
functionality in the gateway. The MH needs to be 
configured with a home address and its HAs IP address 
and it performs three parallel tasks as shown in figure 7.  

One thread listens for agent advertisement/ registration 
reply and sends registration requests.  Another thread 
sends solicitation messages, if needed. The third thread 
evaluates the quality of the connections to gateways where 
the MH is registered. In order to correct rebroadcast of 
advertisements the MH keeps track of the sending FAs IP 
address and sequence number. Only one advertisement 
from each FA is rebroadcasted, the one from the previous 
hop with the best RVM value. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. M-MIP concurrent tasks at the MH 
 

The HA handles registration of MHs and forwards 
packets to the MHs current location. It installs host routes 
to tunnel endpoints and acts on the MHs behalf on the 
local network through gratuitous ARP and proxy ARP. 
The HA/FA performs four parallel tasks as shown in 
figure 8. One thread sends periodical agent advertisements 
on the local interface. Another thread listens for incoming 
messages on the local interface. A third thread listens for 
incoming messages on the global interface and the fourth 
thread checks for outdated registration lifetimes. The most 
frequent task for the HA is to respond to incoming 
registrations and perform appropriate actions. If the MH 
stays in the same network, the HA only has to update the 
registration lifetime. If the MH registers a new FA, the 

HA could have to change the host route to point at the 
newly created tunnel. The discovery of outdated lifetimes 
could lead to bringing a tunnel down if there is no other 
MH registered at this FA. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. M-MIP concurrent tasks at the HA/FA 
 

The FA maintains a visitor list with visiting MHs 
currently registered with the FA. Each MH is listed only 
once at each FA since it could be multihomed and 
registered with several FAs serving the same area. The 
HA will of course keep multiple bindings. 
 
4.1 Implementation of M-MIP module 
 

The design of the M-MIP module is shown in figure 9. 
Many popular Linux distributions ignore received packets 
with different network prefix. Reverse Path Filtering [8] 
verifies the source address to prevent IP spoofing attacks. 
This is solved by using raw sockets that bypass the kernel 
and receive all packets independent of source IP address. 
Our class RawSocket encapsulates a raw socket and uses 
both the network-layer and link-layer functionality. It 
implements two protocols, ICMP [9] and UDP [10] and 
adds its own IP header. The link-layer receiving gives 
access to information from all headers.  

The Mip2Aodv class includes an MsgQueue which 
encapsulates the POSIX IPC message queue. M-MIP 
messages retrieve sequence numbers from the routing 
table, update the visitor list, add routing entries and select 
which gateway to use as default-gateway.  

In the ARP class all ARP related tasks are handled. It 
sends a gratuitous proxy ARP to notify nodes on the home 
network to rebind a MHs IP address to the HAs MAC 
address. It is also responsible for a proxy ARP process to 
answer new ARP requests for the MHs IP addresses.  

The Route class represents an entry in the routing 
table. It supports both ioctl calls and the route user space 
tool. Deleting a route object removes the entry in the 
routing table.  

AgentSol, AgentAdv, RegReq and RegRep classes 



 

respond to the MIP messages. The Metric class 
implements the calculation of the RVM from 
advertisements and the RTT from registration 
requests/responds.  

AgentInfo is a container class for information about 
known agents at the MH. It keeps track of IP/MAC 
addresses, message IDs, metrics and current registrations.  

Node is the base-class representing a MH. RegNode 
inherits Node and is used at the HA to store registered 
MHs and could contains multiple bindings. VisitingNode 
is the equivalent at the FA and relates to a route table 
entry. The Registration class represents a binding between 
an agent and a MH. 

The MH, FA and HA classes represents each entity 
and handles all message passing in the system. Figure 9 
shows the class diagrams for the HA/FA and the MH. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 9. HA/FA and MH class diagram 
 

 4.2 Implementation of AODV-UU module 
 

The module extends the AODV-UU implementation 
from the University of Uppsala. Inter process 
communication enables message passing with the M-MIP 
module via a message queue. The M-MIP module informs 
the AODV-UU module which gateway to use and 
whenever the MH wants to send traffic to an Internet 
destination a host route is installed with that gateway as 
next hop. The AODV-UU already implements support for 
half-tunneling which is used to avoid inconsistent routes 
in the ad hoc network when forwarding packets to the 
gateway.  

When an MH is receiving an agent advertisement the 
AODV-UU module updates the routes to the previous hop 
and to the gateway. 

Locality check is made by prefix matching and non 
local traffic is tunneled to the gateway. Local traffic uses 
the AODV route discovery process. 
 
5. System vs. Simulator evaluation 

 
The system was first implemented and evaluated in the 

Global Mobile Information System Simulator 
(GloMoSim) [11]. The simulation results are presented in 
[12] and one goal of the real world implementation is to 
verify the simulator results. 

 
 5.1 RNL verification 

 
The Relative Network-layer Load is designed to reflect 

the load of a gateway and the first scenario verifies that 
inter-departure time of advertisements is effected by 
increased load of a gateway. The topology used to verify 
RNL is shown in figure 10. 

 

Monitor

FA HA

MN1 MN2

 
 

Figure 10. Evaluation topology 
 
The scenario: two MHs send data to the FA according 

to table 1 and a monitoring node evaluates the RNL, 
shown in figure 11. In table 1, Wanted, is the output the 
test-program wanted to add to the network. Duration is 
the time period the load was scheduled, which is the same 
for both MHs. The fields Sent MN1 and Sent MN2 are the 
actual data rates put out on the medium. The last field 
Actual refers to the real throughput received at the FA for 
both MHs flows. 

The large fluctuation at time 400 – 450 refers to some 
disturbance at the wired network and the peak at time 480 
indicates a loss of an agent advertisement. This result 
verifies the previous simulator results and RNLs capacity 
as an indicator of network layer load. 



 

 
Table 1. Inserted load traffic 

 
Wanted 
(kB/s) 

Duration 
(s) 

Sent 
MN1 
(kB/s) 

Sent 
MN2 
(kB/s) 

Actual 
(kB/s) 

0 0 – 60 0 0 0 

70 60 – 120 64 64 84 

160 120 – 180 129 133 178 

400 180 – 420 253 267 504 

160 420 – 480 133 133 248 

70 480 – 540 64 64 125 

0 540 – 600 0 0 0 

 

 
 

Figure 11.  Monitored RNL 
 

 5.2 M-MIP handover 
 

Handovers are critical in wireless communication and 
could lead latency and packet loss, which badly affect the 
user experience. Soft handover is enabled by the 
multihoming features of M-MIP. Whenever a MH has 
more than one FA registered it is entitled to select which 
one to use as gateway. This means that a MH moving out 
of reach from one FA can switch to another. By using 
RNL the MH can detect a weak connection and switch 
gateway before it breaks. Figure 12 shows the topology 
used in the handover scenario where the MH moves from 
the coverage area of the OldFA, through the overlapped 
area and into the NewFA coverage area. 

Scenario: (1) The MH has a single connection and 
traffic flows through Old FA. (2) The MH is multihomed 
and traffic still flows through the Old FA. (3) The link 
quality has been reduced which will influence the RNL 
and the New FA will be selected as gateway before the 
connection to the Old FA breaks. (4) MN is now again 

single connected. 
 

 
 

Figure 12. Handover verification topology 
 

Ping requests to an Internet peer is used for handover 
evaluation. Packets are sent every 50 millisecond. 
 
ping -i 0.05 130.239.40.13 
.... 
64 bytes from 130.239.40.13: icmp_seq=466 
ttl=252 time=2.78 ms 
64 bytes from 130.239.40.13: icmp_seq=467 
ttl=252 time=2.81 ms 
 
--- 130.239.40.13 ping statistics --- 
467 packets transmitted, 467 received, 0% packet 
loss, time 27698ms 
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 2.743/3.267/11.177/1.175 
mss 
 

At the same time figure 12 reflects the movement of 
MH  and handover. 

 
Connected to agent 10.0.2.1 
[i] Agent 10.0.2.1 has the best connection (RNL: 
new 0.007293 old 0.136873) 
[i] Current gateway is 10.0.2.1 
Connected to agent 10.0.1.1 
[i] Agent 10.0.1.1 has the best connection (RNL: 
new 0.006053 old 0.007566) 
[i] Current gateway is 10.0.1.1 

 
This test verifies that no packets were lost during the 

soft handover. 
 

6.  Conclusions 
 

The implementation of a multi-hop ad hoc network with 
Internet access gives users the possibility to enhanced 
utilization of wireless access networks. It implements a 
multihomed environment with RNL estimations and ad 
hoc communication. This gives very desirable effects: 

• Soft handover and increased reliability 
• Extended multi-hop coverage 
• Device controlled load balancing 

Old FA 

(2) Multihomed 

CH 

Internet 

New FA 

(1) Single FA connection   (4) Single FA connection 

(3) Soft handover 



 

Soft handover with support of RNL detects the best 
available connection to Internet services. The MH can 
switch gateway due to congestion from competing MHs or 
because of radio problems like interference or distance. 

Multi-hop networking extends the coverage area 
significantly and enables traffic relaying around obstacles. 
The result is preventing communication dead-spots and 
enabling peer-to-peer direct communication. 

Load balancing with RNL leads to better use of the 
available network resources. Each MH evaluates the 
network load and adapts its behavior to the current 
situation. This means that a MH could have a connection 
with a peer through one FA and a second connection with 
another peer through a different FA. 

M-MIP and RNL have proven its performance in 
wireless 802.11b environments. Future work will extend 
the system to handle heterogeneous environments that 
combine wireless LAN, MAN and WAN technologies. 

Hop count as a useful parameter, can be exchanged 
among layers across the protocol stack in cross layer 
information exchange. This can be used to perform the 
functional requirements at each layer. Calculating route 
metrics for optimal route selection at network layer and 
priority scheduling and decision making at transport layer 
and even application layer rate adjustments according the 
dynamic conditions of the path in which the packets flow. 
These will be addressed in our future work. At the same 
time, we will extend the RVM, RNL metrics with hop 
count to improve efficiency of gateway selection 
strategies. 
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